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From Reader Review The Thousand Orcs for online ebook

Kyle says

Very political but never boring!

Michael Cairns says

I was really torn over whether to give this a three or a four star rating.
Good points:
The action scenes were fun, there was a nice spread of characters and the ending was satisfying, up to a
point.
Not so good points:
I think my main complaint was that I didn't feel invested in the characters by the time I reached the end. I
grew up reading the Icewind Dale trilogy and know the people. Perhaps had I read it again before I began
this it would have helped. I did enjoy the development of the characters and their concerns. The overall
theme of the book was very much looking at how their world and lives had changed and whether they were
still doing the right thing. That resonated with me, but I still didn't feel emotionally attached.
So, for a fun, simple read that ticks all the necessary fantasy cliches, I would recommend this book.
For anyone who wants something a little deeper, I'd recommend The Diamond Throne
For anyone who wants something a lot deeper, try this: Gardens of the Moon

Kati says

2.5 stars. Pretty much Tolkien's "The Two Towers" retold with Salvatore's characters. It was just way, way
too similar. Actually, exactly the same plot. Kind of disappointing after "Sea of Swords" which I enjoyed
immensely.

My favorite parts? Every scene involving Regis, he has become my favorite character of the whole series -
Drizzt, the main hero, is just way too frickin' whiny. And then Ivan and Pikel Bouldershoulder for comic
relief.

What I disliked most? Drizzt and Catti-brie. The whole "will they, won't they" is getting on my last nerve.
I'm now really glad that Wulfgar got together with Delly Curtie because she's more down-to-earth and
stronger than Catti-brie with her unending "issues" that are becoming more and more annoying with every
book.

Julien V says

3 stars for the nostalgia alone. Zero stars for the rest. Sometimes I still feel like a dumb teenager, but books
like these make me realize I've grown up, at least a little bit. I'll finish the 3 book series but don't try this at
home unless you're 13 yo or so.



Nick Mariner says

I had never read any of Salvatore's work before this, so perhaps my view is skewed. But I found this to be a
spectacularly unsophisticated fantasy novel. Drizzt is an interesting character and there is much that could be
done with his background. I'm not entirely sure what the connection is between novels centered around him
and the Dungeons and Dragons game. I know this book was published by Wizards of the Coast, which
created the game also. So maybe it was just used to sell more copies of the game or give RPG-ers something
to dig into while not playing. Even if that's the case, I feel like R.A. Salvatore is not my favorite dungeon
master. I ended up putting the book down though and moving on to something different about two-thirds of
the way through, which I almost never do that far in because I just want there to be some pay-off. If you're
really into smash-mouth, D&D-style fantasy stories, this might be up your ally. For me, it was pretty much a
dud.

Grim says

This book is horrible. I've followed Salvatore since the late 80's, when I was in middle school, and I have
come to the conclusion that while his reader's have grown, his writing has not. Realizing this back like in
'02/03, I purposefully ignored him until now. I figured I could read the last 7(Hunter's Blade, Sellswords, and
Orc King) in a month or two, so I decided to get back on that wagon.
This book in particular was just a complete ripoff of the Two Towers(not the book, the Movie. Ugh). From
"The companions of the Hall", to the final attack on Helm's Deep, err I mean the town of Shallows, it's all the
same.
The characters themselves are wearing thin, with Wulfgar being the only enjoyable one to me. Cattie-Brie is
a bore and a forced plot device. Drizzt is... Well what can you say, if he was in his "Fonz" stage 10 years
ago(i.e., basically immortal only due to popularity) what is he now? The character is too powerful,
unrelatable, and hinders and/or trivializes any story. Oh, and while I'm on the subject, his little journal entries
don't work Bob, so just drop it.
I'm not a complete hater and Salvatore(I loved his demon books, as well as his Cadderly stuff), and he is a
great memory from my childhood, but he will be much better off if he stopped writing Drizzt for a while, if
not forever once this latest Orc trilogy is complete.

Eddy says

The Thousand Orcs by R.A. Salvatore is a fast paced story from the Hunters Blades Trilogy. From the
minute you pick up this book you can not stop turning the pages because of the fast pace and exciting
characters. If you are a fan of the other books by this author that share the character Drizzit this is a must
read. Also if you have never heard of R.A. Salvatore and are just interested in a good book this would be a
catching and easy read for those who love stuff like dark elves and fantasy and war.

The story takes place in a medieval type world on an entirely different planet from ours. It is not some type
of space travel junk it just takes place in a different type of world with many different races. There are elves,
orcs, dark elves, humans, dwarves, giants and trolls on this planet and one orc stands above his peers. He



wants a war with the dwarves so he leads some of his people out of their dark holes and starts raiding
caravans and small villages by the spine of the world. There this leads to the dwarves finding out about the
orcs and king Bruenor taking action against them.

King Bruenor (dwarf) and his friends Cattie-Brie(human), Regis(Halfling),Drizzit Do Urden(dark elf aka
drow),Wulfgar(barbarian human), and a small band of dwarves set out to hunt down what they believe to be
a small force of orcs terrorizing the countryside. What they meat instead is an organized force of hundreds of
the beasts all armed for war. They get hunted all across the countryside until they come to the walled village
of shallows. There they make their stand and kill a lot of orcs. That’s all I have to say so that I don’t give
away some of the better parts or the ending.

I recommend this book for those who like a lot of suspense and action. Also if you like heavy fantasy this
would be a really good read for you. Another thing I noticed about this book is that it would really suit
people who like unexpected endings. So to all you people who love good and fast reading this is a book I
liked and I recommend it.

Paul Darcy says

by S. A. Salvatore, published in 2002.

Drizzt, Cattie-brie, Wulfgar, Bruenor and Regis are embarking on yet another huge adventure. This time
though Bruenor the dwarf is none to pleased about it as it looks certain that he must be the next king of
Mithral Hall, a position he does not want.

By now these characters must be very familiar to avid Salvatore readers. For myself, well, I skipped all the
books in between after “The Halfling’s Gem” and started up again right here with “The Thousand Orcs.”

What I found is that so much has happened between then and now that many of the references to past events
and people left me out in the cold. So let me just review this book as it stands; part one of a trilogy called the
“The Hunter’s Blades Trilogy.”

The Spine of the World, in the Forgotten Realms where the Drizzt books take place, is never a friendly place
at the best of time. There are savage beasts, large orc tribes, frost giants, just to name a few dangers. But the
stakes just got raised to their highest level yet.

It would appear that among the orcs a leader has arrived, but instead of the slack-jawed, bulging muscled
moron with little intellect, an anomalous orc has appeared. He has cunning, intelligence and even social
graces which allow him to forge (with the help of drow, of course) an alliance with the clan of Frost giants.

This union is very, very bad for the dwarves and humans who live there. And, as you can guess, Drizzt and
his long time friends are going to get caught directly in the middle of it all.

And boy do they ever. There are some colourful characters added (perhaps from previous books) like Pikel
the dwarf druid and his brother Ivan.

I also found this book had a fairly complicated plot where characters paths crossed at interesting times, and



some twists thrown in for good measure. The meat of the tale though is Drizzt and his friends confronting
something bigger than they are.

Which leads me to the battles scenes which crop up. Very well done and fun to read. You actually get the
sense of the futility of fighting 1000 orcs and a dozen frost giants from the heros and town defenders
perspective. Quite entertaining.

Well, I will certainly finish this trilogy now. And the end of this book leaves us with Drizzt alone among the
hordes of enemies, and what they have just fought through was only the vanguard of a much, much larger
force.

More mayhem on the way for sure. If you are a Salvatore fan then you know what I speak of already. If you
are not, perhaps you should give him a try - if you like heroic fantasy novels that is.

Brandon Enyeart says

You and your dear companions are besieged by enemies on all sides with no hope of escape. Will any help
come? Will you be saved from death? That is what Drizzt Do'urden and his companions face in The
Thousand Orcs, by R.A. Salvatore. This book is another entry that continues on the epic Fantasy realm
Salvatore has created. In the book, Drizzt, along with his companions who are Cattie-Brie, Wulfgar, Regis,
and Bruenor, return to Mithral Hall to crown Bruenor king as a result of his predecessor dying. Once they
return, they encounter a dwarf with a tale of an organized band of giants and orcs ravaging the roads around
Mithral Hall. This leads them to go on a hunt that will uncover some peculiar things. Things that have the
potential of leading them to their deaths.
I wanted to read this book, because I'm an avid fan of fantasy, especially the series that involve Drizzt
Do'urden. This book contains a lot of action that will keep you glued to the page, as well as a fair amount of
character development as some of them begin to realize their true feelings. The message this book gave to
me is that Good may not always initially triumph over Evil, and will take sacrifices to overcome Evil. This
book is great for those who've read and liked other books by R.A. Salvatore, and those who read the
DragonLance saga. I'd suggest people who are not fond of a nice, simple adventure with small plot twists to
avoid this book, since this is essentially what it is.
The Thousand Orcs is not one of the best books I've read, but it's still fairly good, so I give it a rating of three
out of five. So, if you like fantasy adventures, go pick up this book!

Greg Strandberg says

The Thousand Orcs is the start of a great trilogy. For this trilogy you really get the whole spectrum – intro
and slow rise, building and tension, and then the roller coaster of seeing it all come together.

That’s what you get with the three books. This first book starts out slow. I feel that there’s too much in the
way of politics, and a lot of this backstory with Ellifain, the slain…you know what from the previous books.

I could have done without the Wulfgar/Delly love angle, and some of the intros and reshashings with
dwarven storylines and characters got a bit old. But other than that, this was a good book.



I like the last 100 pages best, when you see some epic battling and some cool stuff with a wizard’s tower. I
like how Drizzt is forced to be alone. The alliances with Gerti and Obould are also good.

Overall, I enjoyed this book much more on the second reading. I’m looking forward to reading Book 2, The
Lone Drow, right now. I’ll do the whole trilogy in a row, as this seems like vintage Salvatore.

First Read: 2010
Second Read: 2015

Susan Wojtas says

3.5 stars. It was really fun to read about the companions again! It's been ages since I've read any of the Drizzt
novels, and I've missed them.

I would have given this a full four stars except the little parts in chapters with all of the extra characters
seemed a bit too much. They definitely tied into the story, and Pikel and Ivan gave me a good laugh (as they
always have), but it just seemed to be a bit of a distraction sometimes.

All around it was entertaining though.

Darth says

Really liked this one - lots of hack and slash and moving characters around - LOVED that IVAN & Pickel
Bouldershoulder made their reapperance - those guys crack me up.

Best of all, NO DROW "Intrigues"
All that jazz gets old fast...

I listened to this rather than reading it, and I got SICK of the moron who read it promouncing Cattie Brie as
KAT EYE BRI EH....
Figure it out dude...

Kyleigh says

It was a really good book. It was fun, light, enjoyable, and moral (in a sense). It was so much better than
what Salvatore has been producing. It was back to the old days of the Companions of the Hall. It does seem a
little bit like Salvatore is trying to redo what worked for him before. The group heads out from Icewind Dale
to help Bruenor claim the crown of Mithril Hall, AND there’s going to be a grand adventure of trying to find
an ancient Dwarven stronghold. I don’t care though, if it means there’s two more books on the way I’m
happy.[return]What I found lacking in the book was that the relationship between Cattie-Brie and Drizzt
goes splat. She has a near-death experience and decides that she wants to settle down and have children (or
something). She gets all distant and weird and Drizzt gets all mushy and romantic talking about how he has
to respect her wishes bla bla bla. But, I guess Salvatore was just looking for a little drama. I just hope they do
end up together. I’d love to see little Drizzt-Brie.



Zayne says

I love this book. It was my first Drizzt book and after reading all the others, it's still my favorite. I could
barely put it down even at the beginning when I was confused at what was going on. It has such an
interesting mix of so many different kinds of characters that it would be enjoyable for all.
Salvatore does such a great job describing the action scenes, especially the swordfighting. It's more than just
"slahs right. slash left, stab." He also does a great job of giving the reader a break from all the action and
suspense by adding humor. I wish Salvatore keeps more Drizzt coming for many, many years. Go Drizzt!!

Aric says

This book had some annoying foreshadowing in what I believe was an attempt to add suspense to the
otherwise standard hack and slash Drizzt adventure. The reason why the foreshadowing added nothing to the
plot for me is that Salvatore has shown a reluctance to kill his heros and have them actually stay dead--
except for Chewbacca in Vector Prime (still crying over that). So when RA foreshadows an a sad moment
for Drizzt coming up in the book, not only does the reader not buy into it, but the reader also learns the truth
of the situation and welfare of the persons in question, before Drizzt has time to even contemplate the
perceived lose. This amounted to a bad use of technique, where a better narrative, editorial process, or better
executed plot timeline could have given the reader that suspenseful scene that I think RA was striving to
create.

Also, can we stop using the stupid Trojan Horse Ex Deus Machina crap...PLEASE!!! It just highlights some
of the issues that I spoke of above, lack of planning, bad editing, and/or poorly executed narrative.

Scott says

This is a different kind of book for Salvatore.
It was soooo slow for the first 200 pages - we had at least 6 different POV's - many different plotlines (that
finally came together in the last 50 pages) - not a lot of action (until the final 75 pages).

I enjoyed it but I didn't love it.

We have the companions back together again.
We have orcs and frost giants on a united front.
Of course the orcs and giants have a battle with the companions.

Yep, that's it
That's the whole book.

I've heard this is one of the better trilogies in the Drizzt series so I'm looking forward to reading the rest of
the series.



Branwen Sedai *of the White Ajah* says

One dark elf. Two enchanted blades. One unknown enemy. And a horde of invaders.

 "I am not afraid to die because I know that I am part of a something, a concept, a belief, that is bigger than
all that is me, body and soul."

R.A. Salvatore's Drizzt series is a staple of the fantasy genre. You almost can't talk about fantasy books and
not relate back to Drizzt somehow. It is a fantastic series, and this one is one of the best books in it thus far.

As usual, the character development is full of depth and meaningful exchanges, the storyline is fluidly paced,
and the action...well, the action scenes are fantastic. There is a lot of fighting in this book (surprise,
surprise!) and all of it took my breath away and left me wanting more. There was also a lot of dwarf politics
in this story, which I found fascinating to read about, since I find Salvatore's dwarves some of the best
written dwarves in the genre.

And in the end this book is a great read, full of laughter, sadness, epic brawls, sassy dialogue, and great
characters that you wish you could take home with you. I would recommend this series and author to anyone
who enjoys fantasy!

stormhawk says

Found on the mailroom table at my apt. Not the worst book I've ever read, but very, very far from the best. I
am a big D&D fan, but never read any of the novels. Now I know why. I've lost track of the number of
gaming cliches I've identified, but dwarves speaking like hillbilies and drow with darkly mysterious pasts
should have clued me to what I was getting into ... I also should remember to beware of books that come in
series ... and worse, are part of at least two series ... Book One of the Hunter's Blades Trilogy AND Book 14
of the tales of the improbably back-storied character no DM in his right mind would allow into a campaign.

Stop me, before I read again.

Jennifer Kibble says

The Thousand Orcs is apart of The Hunter’s Blades Trilogy, which in itself is part of a long line of book by
R. A. Salvatore.

Here is a Drizzt and company book that I enjoyed. Filled with action from almost the get-go. The past few
books that I have read from Salvatore didn’t highlight Drizzt’s adventures and I found myself a little bored
with them.

Thousand Orcs is setting up for a grander battle down the line and I am excited to read what happens next.



However, still not a fan of Pikel and Ivan. I feel that they take me away from the story that I am reading.

Paulo "paper books always" Carvalho says

Beware, several spoilers ahead.

This book was quite interesting. After the last two books that I thought that Salvatore and Drizzt were done
and overdone - he throws a curveball with this one.

With the passing of the king of Mithral Hall, Bruenor is called upon to take the crown. So he, his
companions and the dwarves begin a journey to Mithral Hall, passing by Mirabar to ensure a better
understanding between two cities. Afterwards, they travelled north but To-Be-King Bruenor, Catti-Brie,
Wulfgar, Regis and Drizzt and a score of dwarves meet some dwarves that had been ambushed by Orcs.
With the thought of revenge they travelled to warn the nearby human cities.

This is the premises of this novel. What we get is a lot but at the same time a bit overdo. Some things come
from other books, and people starting here can be a bit lost. This book is full of philosophy and ways of life.

-Catti-brie (human female; adoptive daughter of Bruenor) deals with her relationship with Drizzt a Drow.
First should they be together, is it love and after, what would be their future?

-Regis deals with his way of life. He is an halfing and what he likes best his to live his life without many
worries. But, with his companions that doesn't happen much. But after being rescued a zillion times by them
he feels that he owns them and so he stays.

-Wulfgar, adoptive son of Bruenor is a barbarian with a soft heart. He deals with his past life (lover of catti-
brie, imprisoned by a demon) and now together with a woman and her adoptive son. So he has a lot in his
mind.

-Bruenor, all his life the dwarf only wanted to return to his ancestors dwelling place, Mithral Hall. But after
retrieving he feels incomplete. This is characteristic that plagues almost every human (and dwarves). We are
never happy with our life. We want more. And after doing what we achieve we want more. In one way that's
what drives humankind ever forward but at the same time that's the reason for all evils humankind do. So in
Bruenor, is the decision to be King or to be on the road with Drizzt and kill some foes (this same question
dwells on every character).

-Drizzt, the main character. A goodheated drow(dark-elf). At times he is the most hated of characters. He is
that kind of person that whines and takes everybody pains/difficulties as his own. He is a self-sacrificing guy
and he is never happy with his decision... always wondering if he made the right choice and always suffering
for past events. The problem relating with him his that. Nobody is that good. But at the same time, he is a
god in the arts of war. He can kill everything. He reminds me of Gotrek the Trollslayer.
Nevertheless this flaws (to me they are); his battlescenes are probably my favourite battlescenes in any books
I have ever read. His books are worth reading just for that. When Drizzt battles Entreri, where a battle takes
ten or more pages, is glorious.

Well with so many critics, why did I rate four? Some critics are not critics. It's good to see characters wonder



about their life choices. The problem is overdoing it and Salvatore is overdoing it for some books.
This book is life Two Towers (movie) as a small force of dwarves and humans try to stop the power of orcs
and giants. Again our main characters are overpower in relation of their enemies but I can handle that.

The Regis scenes, of all companions, are the best ones. And the highlight must be the almost comic
appearance of Ivan and Pikel Bouldershoulder. They are quite interesting characters.

The story moves forward in the end and end with several cliffhangers. First Drizzt thinks his friends are lost
beneath the rumbles of the destroyed city. Then we've got Torgar of Mirabar and his band of refugees who
aid Bruennor. We have most of companions of the hall hurt or demoralized. We have Ivan and Pikel
Bouldershoulder as they meet Bruenor. The elves as they see with caution the appearance of the Orcs in the
forest and then we've got the evil alliance of Drows, Orcs and Giants who want nothing more than to destroy
Mithrall Hall and Drizzt.

I am eagerly waiting to read Lone Drow.


